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I purchased the large print edition of this manual and I am glad I did. It is so easy on the eyes. With

plans to attend grad school, I decided to invest in this writing manual. I already have the APA guide,

but I wanted this one to help my understanding of grammar,syntax, and other editing tips. I have

found the manual to be very good and easy to follow. I highly recommend this book as a gift for high

school graduates with plans to attend college.

I gave the 7th Edition of the MLA Handbook to my graduating 8th graders. (O.K. Not so great to a

cool 8th grader, but on some dreary, blurry-eyed night, they will say, "Thank you!".I had

demonstrated the use of the MLA Handbook and provided students with the opportunity to practice

using it. Using such research handbooks is not an intuitive task for young researchers. I created a

game in which a student would ask how to reference an unusual source and another student would

use the MLA Handbook to teach the class how to provide both in-text and works-cited references.

Since most high schools require MLA, my students learn to use the MLA Handbook rather than

'wing' referencing. Students found the MLA Handbook a very useful tool when forced to write

without internet access, and a wonderful grammatical `reminder' as well. 'For advanced students, I

would prefer to use the MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers 7th Edition and selected

books/works than textbooks!



I don't know how any student can live without this book if their classes require MLA citation and

paper formatting. I come from the world of Chicago citations so the MLA was very confusing to me. I

was very thankful this book was laid out in a manner that helped me find what I needed and find it

quickly. It has a great table of contents that makes searching for particular issues and cases easy. It

gives great examples and covers all the latest in technology resources that a student could be using

in preparing essays or research papers.If you need to use MLA citations and formatting, this is the

book for you. The online sites can help, but I found this book to be easier to use and quicker to

access as it was right next to me at all times.

"MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers" has been very helpful when writing college papers.

I like the examples. I wish they had more examples though especially for web citations. Sometimes I

do find the layout difficult to figure out but I'm not sure if it's the layout or just my unfamiliarity with

the book.

The book is ok, but it's poor when it comes to web references. It covers web citations, but shows no

examples of web quotes. This is a prolific problem everywhere. Try looking up web quote examples,

and you only get citation examples. Very frustrating and I feel that my money wasn't wisely spent

when I got this book as I was trying to avoid having this problem in the first place.

If you need to write a paper, and your college or professors are following MLA rules, you can not do

it without this book, even if your studies are in Spanish.

I was required to buy this text for a college class. It helped tremendously with formatting my papers.

I have since used it for other classes while writing papers as a reference with formatting. Great book

to have, just in case

A FABULOUS book for paper writing. It is, perhaps, a bit advanced for college freshmen, but they

should all be required to have it. They'll go back again and again. The book is clearly written, offers

multiple perspectives, and is lovingly thorough. If you are in school BUY THIS. You will not regret it.

I got it my senior year and was furious that I hadn't known about it sooner.
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